
 

 

The Parishes of St James Shireshead and St John’s Ellel. 

 

Lent 2018        What does it mean to be the church in the community? 

The five weeks of meetings journey through Vincent Donovan’s book Christianity 
Rediscovered – An Epistle from the Masai 

Week  4   March 14th              Our response to rejection or indifference 
      

Ideally you need to read Chapters 7 & 8 bearing in mind the following comments and 
questions which will form the basis for our discussion when we meet. 

 

Matthew, Mark, Luke and Acts all tell us that if the people of the town do not want to 
hear the message we should dust the sand off our feet and move on.  Matthew is very 
clear what he thinks of such people. 

 

The early disciples and many evangelists through Christian history have been nomadic. 
Donavon talks of simply moving on if people reject the message of God’s love.  If you live 
in a community and/or have a fixed building it is much harder/impossible to simply move 
on to the next place. Taking Ezekiel’s stance or of other Old Testament writers and crying 
“Woe to the bloody city” to the community who reject your message may make you feel 
better but will do nothing to help your relationship with it.  How have you dealt with 
rejection of your faith by others; what have you done when people attack Christians 
especially those who go to church. How should we react? 

 

talks about the “choke law” when missionaries decide to settle down with what they have. 
He suggests we reach a point when rather than reaching out we simply hold on to what we 
have and wait for people to come to us. There is much evidence that when we do that we 
really only want people to come who will not disturb what we do or challenge our comfort 
zone.  How do we make ourselves vulnerable enough to welcome people in with an open 
heart and mind?  Or are we always going threatened because we do not want to change 
and are protective of what we have and do? 

 

The English model of mission has been a church in every hamlet with licensed leader, 
normally ordained.  In 1851 a third of the population went to a parish church every Sunday 
(60% went to a church of one denomination or another). Parish church Sunday attendance 
is now less than 2% and declining.   It is hard not to conclude that the model has been 
rejected.  What should our model for the future be? 

 

“The laity are not the helpers of the clergy so that the clergy can do their job, but the 
clergy are the helpers of the whole people of God so that the laity can be the church” 
Hans-Ruedi Weber. (From John Robinson he New Reformation).    

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


